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SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BUILDING USE  

RECOGNITION AND PREDICTION OF USE WITH MACHINE LEARNING 
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ABSTRACT 

Spatial measures that can be applied at different scales, such as angular choice at specific radii, have 

been shown to effectively identify distinct and important spatial patterns at each scale. Foreground 

movement routes, local commercial centres, and identifiable urban regions have each be associated with 

different scales of such measures. This paper investigates and quantifies the degree to which the 

likelihood of use types of individual buildings can be determined based on spatial measures of the street 

segment graph alone, using supervised machine learning on a detailed dataset of buildings in London. 

A vector of 66 dimensions representing the spatial profile of each street segment is taken from analysis 

in DepthmapX and includes graph centrality measures such as choice at various radii, along with 

immediate features such as segment length. The proportion of building use is taken from 

OpenStreetMap and presented as a proportion of buildings in each category of Residential, Commercial 

or Business. A multilayer perceptron with between one and three hidden layers is trained to output the 

expected proportions of building use category given the various-dimensional spatial input vector for 

each segment. Various configurations of the training set and the network configuration are tested and 

discussed. 

Results of training indicate a best accuracy of approximately 85% with correlation coefficient of 0.696 

for training set and 0.517 (moderately strong) for test set with 37-dimensional spatial input vector, 

suggesting that the spatial predictability of building use is comparable to that of other human factors 

such as movement. The spatial factors that appear most significant to the distribution of use types are 

variations in metric total length and metric mean depth SLW at medium metric radii. An analysis of the 

most significant dimensions of the input is given, to suggest a spectral spatial profile of each building 

use type, and the effectiveness of these in prediction or planning is discussed.     
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Economics and social processes are known as main contributors in the creation of cities. ‘It would be 

strange indeed if they came into existence despite the pattern of life that go on them’ (Hillier, 2014). 

These attributes also lead to the spatial configuration or the physical space of the city. The being of a 

spatial configuration propels characteristics of its own area, which could mathematically be evaluated. 

For example, the value of choice or a spatial measure can account for the human movement as a route 

or a spatial attribute. The value of the Metric Mean Depth, or a spatial measure on a street can explain 

the shape and size of a building block or a spatial attribute. This mathematic evaluation can be called a 

spatial measure. However, only a spatial measure cannot adequately account for spatial pattern It must 

follow a more complex relationship than only one spatial measure. For instance, with only the Metric 

Mean Depth or only choice, it cannot indicate living centres or land-use patterns (a spatial pattern). 

Through only a spatial measure, it is unlikely to represent for a spatial pattern. With a certain set of 

spatial measures, one can possibly predict and explain a spatial pattern. This set of spatial measures can 

be referred to as a "syntactic signature", (Silva, 2017).   

 

By using a syntactic signature, a complicated relationship can emerge. Thus, it might be hard to 

explicitly explain such relation. However, in a recent decade, the Machine Learning technique has been 

introduced to handle such problem. This technique learns from a large set of corrected data. One of the 

main difficulty of this method is known to be an insufficient data. Presently, since data resources have 

been growing and becoming accessible such as Open Street Map, the study of spatial pattern are now 

plausible. 

 

This research addresses the following question: what is a certain degree to which the likelihood of use 

types of individual buildings can be determined based on spatial measures of the street segment graph 

alone, using supervised machine learning on a detailed dataset of buildings in London?  

 

The paper will be presented in four parts. Firstly, establishment and development of a detailed review 

of studies handling with a relationship between spatial measures and spatial pattern, an evaluation of 

the feasibility of this project using Machine Learning techniques, and a study of preceding works 

dealing with Machine Learning to predict the spatial pattern will be put forwarded. Secondly, the 

methodology section will be illustrated. This part will explain how to deal with dataset and the creation 

of machine learning model. In the third part, the results of the model will be shown and discussed. The 

net result from the methodology will be explicated. Then, several experiments will be processed to 

examine in detail of a spatial feature. The significance of each feature will be introduced. Conclusions 

in responding to the research question will be drawn and sets of the findings of which spatial features 

might be correlated to particular uses will be shown in the final part. 
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2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPATIAL MEASURES AND LANDUSE,  SCALE,  AND 

MACHINE LEARNING TECNIQUES IN SPACE SYNTAX 

Space Syntax has been effectively shown to identify the correlation between spatial configuration and 

various phenomena such as social, economic, and environmental phenomena.  Based on Hiller and 

Hanson (1984), these phenomena include patterns of movement, land use density, land use mix, urban 

growth, safety and crime, and so on. By using the space syntax approach, many researchers have shown 

how movement pattern and flows in cities significantly formed by the spatial of street networks. This 

event forms the progression and evolution of the centres and sub-centres affecting the way of life in a 

city. It could affect the level of security, social segregation, and organisational cultures. One of the main 

theory called the natural movement (B Hillier, 1993) suggesting that the inequality of street networks 

produces different levels of accessibility affecting business on the selection of location. A certain 

business may pick a characteristic of a location that suitable itself the most.  For instance, a retail owner 

may choose the street segment having a high human movement in order to gain customers as much as 

possible. According to such a hypothesis, a spatial pattern, including land use, in the urban street 

network can be predicted by spatial configuration to a certain degree. 

 

While the relationship between spatial configuration and street network pattern becomes an accepted 

practice, it is crucial to review in which spatial measures associate which particular street network 

pattern, in this case, the pattern of the land use.  To understand spatial measurements, two subjects must 

be introduced. The first subject is the type of spatial measures allowing to gain a different aspect of 

implication. The second subject is scale allowing to understand the level of hierarchy we are dealing.   

 

For spatial measurements, two types of the measure have been mentioned the most related to the aspect 

of correlation between land use and spatial configuration. The first type of measures is Integration, 

which measures how close each segment is to all other under different types of distance and at a different 

scale, known as "to-movement" (Bill Hillier S .I., 2005). This measure implies how likely pedestrians 

would turn out to arrive in the space more than other spaces without making an attempt. The second 

type of measure is Choice, which measures how much movement is likely to pass through each segment 

on trips between all other segments (Bill Hillier S .I., 2005). This measure implies how people likely to 

choose the segment as a way to pass through on trips. According to such implications, both spatial 

attributes can identify the type of land use that would fit best in a certain space (Nadia Charalambous, 

2012) 

 

Integration can be used to study, within an urban system, human movement based on a substantial 

number of studies over the past two decades. In 1997, Desyllas presented a street pattern correlated with 

integration. He mentioned that the street pattern forms the movement, which attracts the shops rather 

than shops generating movement. In 2000, Bin Jiangl explained that, by using space syntax techniques, 

urban planners can envision movement flows before the actual construction within urban systems. Such 

techniques could be applied to many aspects such as business, interaction, and security. For example, if 

urban planners have to design a location of residential buildings, one of the main concerned aspect 

would be security.  In recent theory, Shu (1999) has presented that people are better protected in more 
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integrated areas with more visual field and flow potentials. Accordingly, integration can be used as a 

part for the prevention of crime in the residential area. Thus, by using integration as a component, both 

research suggests that it is possible to predict spatial pattern through street segment analysis. 

 

Choice can also be used to study human movement. However, choice measures between rather than 

closeness. It could be implied of a street segment that has a potential as a route (Nadia Charalambous, 

2012). It also indicates how often a segment has been chosen as part of the shortest path between every 

pair of a segment on the specific metric radius.  Compare to integration, the choice seems to have more 

research about movement such as activities like walking and driving (Haq, 2017) rather than land use. 

This spatial feature can determine the type that would suit best in such street, possibly certain land uses 

would expect areas with a high integration rate (Nadia Charalambous, 2012). 

 

Both spatial measures have been mentioned as the main ways to reveal the human movement pattern.  

However, there are more than two features that could be used in space syntax as spatial measures such 

as Metric Mean Depth and Metric Total Length. These spatial measures could be applied as components 

for analysis in order to gain a better correlation between land use and spatial configuration.  

 

With scale, the analysis can be a focus on a certain selected area from the whole system. Conventionally, 

terms of radius have been differentiated as "local" and "global". However, these terms of the radius can 

be seen as problematic for two reasons (Krenz, 2017). First, the boundary selection has a strong 

influence on the observed structure. Second, the radius n is not a distance free measure. These problems 

have been rooted in the area of space syntax that lack of theorising in scale.  

 

One of the theories that could be challenged such method is central place theory of the economic 

distribution of urban space (Christaller,1993). The idea of this theory is that cities are the centre of 

economic exchange generating hierarchical order. The system has been divided into seven hierarchical 

level of urban form such as small town to large cities. Based on this theory, Krenz (2017) believe that 

Walter Chirstaller's Central Place Theory (CPT) (1993) of hierarchical can bring a significant insight 

into the emergence of scales because a regional distribution of urban areas must follow a more complex 

relationship than just "local" and "global". In his research, he tries to discover latent scale structures 

among a huge set of different metric radii. As a result, he gained insight into the intrinsic scales 

embedded in the graph and merely four of scales in central place theory appears. He also suggests that 

the remaining centres might not be adequately displayed to form its own spatial scales and worth 

considering intersections between these four spatial scales as emergent spatial scales. According to 

Region Morphology (Krenz, 2017), we could define eight levels of hierarchical scale including 

neighbourhood, city, between city and metropolitan, metropolitan, between metropolitan and inter-

regional, inter-regional, between inter-regional and intra-regional, and intra-regional. Presumably, such 

spatial scales have been rooted in the human-shaped spatial networks as the product of repetitive human 

activities and informed by economic processes. This interesting finding indicates that there are levels 
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of hierarchy inside the complex system of the city. Spatial pattern hence can be distinct in each scale 

and could be unveiled by explored in a certain spatial scale. 

 

In the last decade, one of the techniques for prediction is machine learning. Machine learning is the 

systems automatically learn program from a large set of data, which has been spread widely throughout 

computer science and other fields. It could identify a subtle pattern in the data, which could hence 

predict and recognize such a pattern.  

 

The Machine Learning algorithms are generally classified into three categories, which are supervised 

learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning. These algorithms are comparable to data 

mining, which explores from end to end data to assume for patterns (M Praveena, 2017). However, 

these algorithms are used for a particular purpose. For example, while the purpose of supervised 

learning is to estimate the best mapping function that when you have a new input data that the algorithm 

can predict the outcomes, the purpose of unsupervised learning is to model the highlighted structure in 

the data for studying more about the data system (Brownlee, 2018). In this research, the prediction of 

the spatial distribution of building use based on spatial measures will be the main focus. The algorithm 

which will be used as a method and discussion is hence supervised learning.  

 

The most common form of machine learning scheme used in solving the engineer problems is 

supervised learning (Xu, 2013).  The system learns to suggest a program from a large set of labelled 

training data. In other words, the algorithm is learned from what we advise as a supervisor. The training 

set will contain a set of input features and corrected outcomes.  In image recognition, for instance, we 

can use each pixel in the picture of a human face as input features and label a human face as an outcome 

(Abdelfattah, 2017).  Based on this method, a set of spatial measures can be used as input features and 

the proportion of building used as outcomes. With a certain number of data, the model should predict 

and recognise the pattern of any spatial street network in the research regional area. 

 

Based on my knowledge, application of machine learning between a set of spatial measures and real-

world data such as spatial distribution of building use has not been widely studied. Most of the research 

has been studies on certain spatial measures rather than as a set; they also study other real word data 

such as spatial distribution urban pollution (Ben Croxford, 1996) and spatial distribution of nature 

change (Jonathan Cheung-Wai Chan, 2001) rather than spatial distribution of building use. This 

occurrence might be caused by the lack of building use data in street networks in the past. However, 

recently, the supply of data grows rich. Many open sources data become available for common people 

such as Google API and Open Street Map. The feasibility of prediction between the spatial distribution 

of building use and spatial measures hence becomes possible.  

One of the recent related work worth to mention is the syntactic signature of Starbuck' location towards 

a machine-learning approach to location decision making (Silva, 2017). Silva used the machine learning 

methods to distinguish the pattern of ten business types by using spatial measures, or syntactic 

properties, of such street segment location in London, UK. In this research, the algorithm will predict 
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whether a certain business is likely to located on the certain street or not. He hypothesizes that if the 

natural movement is true, and building use caused by syntactic properties, then it should be conceivable 

to determine in which degree of each spatial measures affected a particular building use located on such 

street. According to his research, the model has a prediction performance above 70% on the testing set, 

which could indicate that there is a relationship between land use and the syntactic properties of spatial 

configuration. Thus, he suggested that it seems possible to find a syntactic signature for certain business 

type. 

 

Even though there is not much research dealing with a large set of the spatial distribution of building 

use and a set of spatial measures, perhaps because of the lack of data in the past, the data becomes rich 

and possible for this research today. By using machine learning techniques, it seems feasible to use a 

set of spatial measures as input and the proportion of building use as output in supervised learning with 

a purpose to predict the spatial pattern 

 

3. METHODS AND DATASETS  

The methodology has been structured into two main phrases (Figure  1). The first phrase is pre-

processing. This phrase aims to collect spatial measures as input feature and spatial distribution of 

building use as output features. The second phrase is supervised learning by using the data from the first 

step as an input dataset. If the results gather data that has spatial pattern enough, the model of supervised 

learning then could be trained and predict the building proportion by using merely spatial measures.  

  

Figure  1– Main workflow 

 

For the purpose of prediction and recognition of spatial distribution of building use by using spatial 

measure, building use proportion on segments and spatial measures will be used to train in supervised 

learning. However, there is no complete data of building use proportion on segments in any source 

based on my knowledge. Thus, the way to collect building use data and spatial measures need to be 

done before the machine learning steps. In this step, it is called data pre-processing (phrase 1).  
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The purpose, in this phrase, is to transform the data from geometry into a format, which can be easily 

interpreted by machine learning. In order to clarify, this phrase aims to project the building data 

(building use and so on) into street segments and export both building use proportion and spatial 

measures as a set of value. There are three stages and fourteen steps in pre-processing data workflow 

(Figure  1, 01-Data pre-processing).  Three stages consist of street segments data collection, buildings 

data collection, and spatial measures as input & building use proportion as output as shown in Figure 3. 

For the details in each stages and steps of technical coding knowledge, I would suggest to in my 

dissertation called the spatial distribution of building uses (Thirapongphaiboon, 2018) in the Bartlett 

library since this paper will be discussed more about the experiment of machine learning and datasets.  

 

 

 

Figure  2  – Example of  Applying projection buildings uses proportion on street segments algorithm in Camden. 
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Figure  3 – Pre-processing workflow 
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Afterwards, the data will be used to train by using one of the Machine Learning techniques called Multi-

Layer Neural Network (MLP). This network aims to find the model that gain the best correlation 

coefficient with high prediction performance. In this step, it is called supervised learning (phrase 2).  

 

The only main algorithm in this phrase is Multi-Layer Perceptron MLP for supervised learning (Figure 

1,02-Supervised learning). The artificial neural network will be created to train and learn from pre-

processing data. According to the theory, after training, the model should be able to predict building 

proportion by using spatial measures only. 

 

The process can differentiate into two parts in the workflow (Figure 4, workflow). The first part is set 

up, which will process only one time. The second part will process continuously as a loop. In the first 

part, the data will be read from the pre-processing data file. The data will be loaded into the algorithm. 

Then the data will be separated into two datasets, which are training set (80% of the original data) and 

test set (20 % of the original data). The purpose of file separation is to measure the correlation coefficient 

in both sets to indicate the over-fitting event. Lastly, in this part, the multi-layer neural network will be 

initiated by the number of layer and number of neural in each layer. In this case, there are three layers 

in the network and fifty neurons in each layer.  

 

In the second part, the algorithm will run as a loop. The primary function of this part is training. The 

network in will be trained by using the data from the training set and guess outcomes, find an error, and 

adjust the weight accordingly. This algorithm uses both feedforward and backpropagation techniques. 

Afterwards, the network will evaluate the correlation by using both the training set and test set 

correlation.  

 

In most cases, before the over-fitting events occur in the test set will reach around the point of lowest 

error, which conforms with correlation most of the time. However, in this case, we want the result that 

could have the best prediction performance. The model, thus, uses the best correlation as a threshold to 

export the network model when it is reaching the highest correlation, which locates around the error 

landscape before an over-fitting event occurs. 

 

Beyond the typical method of differentiating data into two datasets for training and testing, there is one 

more issue concerned in the data, the noise in the data. In most streets there is not much chance that the 

building uses proportion can be two hundred percent (since it has buildings in two sides of a street) 

because a street can contain other elements rather than buildings such as a gap between building. This 

kind of noises have been concerned that it would reduce the quality of machine learning prediction and 

recognition. For the sake of such hypothesis, the normalized datasets have been introduced.  
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Figure  4 – Multi-Layer Perceptron algorithm (MLP) 
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To normalize the building use proportion in each street segment, all of the building uses distance will 

be summed up. Then, such value will be used to get new of each building use percentage. In this case, 

when the new normalized building use proportions have been summed up, it will be two hundred percent 

as shown in the formula below. In addition of this technique, some of street segments will not be 

included in the datasets such as a street that has building use proportion less than hundred percent since 

most of the time it indicate a lack of information.  

 

𝑛𝑝𝑖 = 𝑑𝑖 ÷ ∑ 𝑑𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=0

 

 

𝑑𝑖 = 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑖 

𝑛𝑝𝑖 = 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑖 

 

 

For such reasons, in each experiment, there will be four datasets of normalized and unnormalized data 

with testing and training set in the next chapter.  

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Following the methodology, the multilayer perceptron has been training and select the network that 

gains the best fit before the over-fitting events in the network occurs. In the algorithm, the error has 

been used to train the neural network; then, it exports the model gaining the highest correlation in the 

test set. Two sets of data have been introduced to test in the network, which is unnormalized building 

use proportion set and normalised building use proportion set. If the building use proportions have been 

normalised, it should decrease noise data in street networks such as a gap between buildings and 

presumably increase the value of correlation. The following explanation will show the detail in each 

data set and compare to all set. 

 

 In training set with unnormalized building use proportion as output, the model has a prediction 

performance of above 88% at 0.613 correlation coefficient. Typically, the training set correlation 

coefficient can be more than 0.8, a strong correlation. If the correlation in the test set is low, however, 

this result could indicate over-fitting. For such reason, the algorithm in this research chooses the model 

that has the highest correlation in the test set, which indicates the point before over-fitting. According 

to these results, the correlation in the training set with unnormalized building use proportion indicates 

a high positive correlation based on the Rule of Thumb for Interpreting the Size of Correlation 

Coefficient. 

 

In training set with normalised building use proportion as output, the result of training indicates an 

accuracy of approximately 88% at 0.692 correlation coefficient. While the training set with 
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unnormalized building use proportion gains correlation coefficient of 0.613, this set gains 0.692. Based 

on these result, it indicates a high positive correlation.   

 

In the test set with unnormalized building use proportion as output, the performance of the prediction 

model is above 87% at 0.489 correlation coefficient. As we mentioned before, in standard practice, the 

test set correlation coefficient will be lower. According to these results, it indicates a moderate positive 

correlation. 

 

In the test set with normalised building use proportion as output, the model gains an accuracy of estimate 

above 83% at 0.501 correlation coefficient. Compare to the set that has not been normalised the data, 

this set has a higher correlation coefficient value. Based on these result, this set has a moderate positive 

correlation 

 

From these values, we could investigate more in the detail of each use in every set. As you can see 

(Figure 4.1), both commercial and residential use gain a higher correlation than business use in most 

set. For example, in training set with normalized data, the correlation coefficient between actual data 

and responded data in commercial and residential is approximately 0.7, while the correlation coefficient 

for business use is 0.61. This event happens in most cases.   

 

Regarding the issue of normalised the building use proportion, normalised the building use proportion 

does effect on the correlation coefficient. While both training and test set that has not been normalised 

gain the correlation coefficient of 0.613 and 0.489, both training and test set that has been normalised 

gain the correlation coefficient of 0.692 and 0.501. According to these value, the normalized proportion 

can be indicated that it has an effect. 

 

From two sets of data, the set gaining highest correlation coefficient is the set with normalised building 

use proportion as output. The performance of the prediction model is approximately 87% at 0.692 

correlation coefficient in the training set and above 83% at 0.501 correlation coefficient in the test set. 

In the training set, the correlation coefficient in each use are 0.742 for commercial buildings proportion, 

0.616 for business buildings proportion and 0.717 for residential buildings proportions. In the test set, 

the correlation coefficient in each use are 0.555 for commercial buildings proportion, 0.408 for business 

buildings proportion and 0.539 for residential buildings proportions. For the test set, these results 

indicate a moderate positive correlation according to the Rule of Thumb for Interpreting the Size of 

Correlation Coefficient. 
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Figure  5 – The Correlation Coefficient between actual data (x value) and responded data (y value)  in each use (Commercial, 

Business, and Residential). The diagram portrays the correlation of 4 sets, which are training set with unnormalized building use 
proportion, training set with normalised building use proportion, test set with unnormalized building use proportion, and test set with 

normalised building use proportion. 
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Since the research question is whether spatial distribution of building use is relevant to spatial measures; 

and, which set of these syntactic features affect which building use proportion, the investigation of the 

relationship between spatial features and certain use is conducted. In this part, we will begin with the 

correlation coefficient between every spatial feature and building proportion in each use. The first 

experiment will be tested with both sets of actual data and the training data. Then, in the second 

experiment, training with a different set of features will be tested to find a set of spatial features that 

gain a strong correlation. The following part will be discussed in the first and second experiment with 

implications, visualise and present the responded data on London map.  

 

In the statistics field, there is a measure of how strong a relationship between two variables called 

Correlation coefficients. In the first part of the discussion, an investigation of each spatial features will 

be conducted to pinpoint a particular set of features gaining strong positive or negative correlation 

coefficient. The experiment will measure the correlation between building use proportion in each 

category and all spatial features. Four sets of data will be showing in this investigation, consisting of 

unnormalized actual building use proportion data set, normalised actual building use proportion data 

set, unnormalized responded building use proportion data set, and normalised responded building use 

proportion data set. 

 

Most of the detail show strikingly similar results (Figure 6 and Figure 7). In these four data sets have 

shown the same best positive and negative correlation coefficient for each use. For commercial use, the 

best positive correlation feature is Metric Total Length at 600 m, and the best negative correlation 

features are Metric Mean Depth SLW at 1800 m. For business use, the best positive correlation feature 

is Node Count at 300 m, and the best negative correlation feature is Metric Mean Depth at 7200 m. For 

residential use, the best positive correlation feature is Metric Mean Depth at 7200m, and the best 

negative correlation feature is Metric Total Length at 7200m. 

 

Based on the literature review, Angular Segment Analysis such as integration and choice are expected 

to be an excel feature correlated with the spatial pattern, the pattern of land use. However, according to 

the results, the topological analysis seems to play a significant role. In residential and commercial, for 

example, the best correlation is Metric Mean Depth and Metric Total Length. These findings hence 

suggest that topological analysis could be a crucial element for prediction distribution of building use. 

 

One of noticeable relationship from the results is the reverse effect of residential and commercial. While 

the positive correlation is Metric Total Length and negative correlation is Metric Mean Depth SLW in 

commercial, in residential, the positive correlation is Metric Mean Depth, and the negative correlation 

is Metric Total Length. Possibly, this reverse relationship could be compared to intuitive observation. 

For example, the living centre tends to locate in more mean depth to avoid noise, and commercial tend 

to locate in lower mean depth to gain better accessibility. However, it is still not a certain fact from this 

result.  
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Figure  6 – Correlation between building use proportion (x value)  in each category and all spatial features (y value) with 

unnormalized actual building use proportion data set (left) and normalised actual building use proportion data set (right).   
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Figure  7 – Correlation between building use proportion (x value) in each category and all spatial features (y value) with 

unnormalized responded building use proportion data set (left) and normalised responded building use proportion data set 
(right).  
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In Metric And Topo-Geometric Properties Of Urban Street Networks (Bill Hillier A .T .- P., 2012) 

indicated that Metric Mean Depth does reflect block size and shape, but this feature alone could not 

account for living centres. Metric Mean Depth hence could be one of the element to find living centres. 

From the result, Metric Mean Depth plays a significant role in all use. While the best negative 

correlation in commercial and business is Metric Mean Depth and Metric Mean Depth SLW, the best 

positive correlation in residential is Metric Mean Depth. These results support that Metric Mean Depth 

perhaps should be used as a feature element to indicate land use. 

 

Even though most of the detail shown similar results, some details are different in each set. In these four 

sets, there are differences in the best correlation in the type of spatial measures and radii. The differences 

in the type of spatial measures occur in business use and residential use. For business use, in most sets, 

the best positive correlation type of spatial measure is Metric Total Depth and the best negative 

correlation measurement is Metric Mean Depth. However, in normalised responded building use 

proportion data, the best positive correlation type of spatial measure is Node Count. For residential use, 

in most sets, the best positive correlation type of spatial measure is Metric Mean Depth, and the best 

negative correlation type of spatial measure is Metric Total Node. However, in unnormalized responded 

building use proportion data set, the best negative correlation is Metric Total Length. For commercial, 

on the other hand, the best correlations are similar, which are Metric Total length for the positive type 

of spatial measure, and Metric Mean Depth for the negative type of spatial measure. 

 

By the complexity of the system in an urban street network, a single or several spatial measures might 

not be enough to approximate the spatial pattern. According to the result of uncertainty in each set, it 

indicates that such a hypothesis is presumably correct. Even though there is a similarity in each set, it 

still varies in value. Due to such fact, a set of best type spatial features in different data set can be seen 

as a useful set of features to predict the proportion of land use, but not as significant as the best positive 

and negative spatial features. 

 

The differences in the radii appear in commercial use and residential use. For commercial use, while 

the strongest negative radius in all set is 1800m, the strongest negative radius is different between the 

actual building use proportion sets and the responded building use proportion sets. In the actual building 

use proportion sets, the best negative radius is 400 m. In the responded building use proportion sets, the 

best negative radius is 600 m. For residential use, in most sets, the best positive radius is 7200 m, and 

the best negative radius is 3600m. However, in unnormalized responded building use proportion data 

set, the best positive radius is 1800 m and the best negative radius is 600 m. For business, on the other 

hand, have the same radius correlation with a positive correlation radius at 3600 m and a negative 

correlation radius at 7200 m. 

 

In the sense of community hierarchy, commercial and resident is expected to correlate with small to 

medium radii since living centre would have a relationship between community rather than city or 
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metropolitan. In the same way, the correlated commercial radii correspond with small to medium radii 

from 400 to 1,800 meters. According to Region Morphology (Krenz, 2017),these radii can be referred 

to as the scale of a neighbourhood to a city. However, the correlated residential radii seem to correspond 

with medium to high radii from 600 to 7,200 meters. Based on Region Morphology (Krenz, 2017), these 

radii can be referred as a scale of betweenness of neighbourhood and city to betweenness of city and 

metropolitan. Perhaps, in a commercial use, the network could indicate a spatial pattern in a 

neighbourhood such as a bar in the corner and local shop as a neighbourhood centre, while the living 

centre is corresponding with a larger radius rather than neighbourhood radius.  

 

With business use, however, it is expected to correlate with high radii since the business location is 

likely to locate in the centre of a city. Accordingly, the investigation supports such a hypothesis. The 

business correlated radii have corresponded to high radii from 3,600 – 7,200 meters. These radii could 

be called as Betweenness city and Metropolitan in Region Morphology (Krenz, 2017), which I would 

refer these radii as Central Business District (CBD) radii.  

  

To investigate more in detail, the type of the spatial measures must be understood. There are two main 

types of spatial measure in these data. The first set is the Topological Analysis including Metric Choice, 

Metric Choice SLW, Metric Mean Depth, Metric Mean Depth SLW, Metric Total Length, and Metric 

Total Node. The second set is Angular Segment analysis (ASA) including Choice, Integration, Node 

Count, and Total Depth. These two analyses allow measuring different definitions of distance in the 

urban street network. While topological analysis refers to every change of direction or turn between a 

street segment and its neighbouring street segments, the angular analysis assigns a value of the degree 

of angular change of the direction between a street segment and its neighbour (Laura Narvaez, 2015). 

With these measurements, we could differentiate a set of strong correlation (bold border in Figure 6 and 

Figure 7) into two groups. 

 

In Topological Analysis, the results have shown both positive and negative correlation. For commercial 

use, a set of moderately strong positive correlation consists of Metric Total Depth, Metric Total Length, 

and Metric Total Node. A set of moderately strong negative correlation consists of Metric Mean Depth 

and Metric Mean Depth SLW. Similar to commercial use, business use has the same direction with 

commercial use with lower correlation. In contrast to commercial use, the residential use has a reverse 

relationship with the commercial.   

  

In Angular Segment Analysis (ASA), the result has shown either positive or negative correlation. For 

commercial use, a set of moderately strong positive correlation consists of Integration and Node Count. 

For business use, a set of moderately strong positive correlation consists of Node Count and Total Depth 

in higher radii from 1800 m to 7200 m. Contrary to commercial use, the residential use has a reverse 

relationship with commercial correlation with a set of Total Depth in lower radii. 
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Spatial measures 

gaining best correlation 

Commercial Business Residential 

Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative 

All Data Set 

Metric 

Total 

Length 

At 600 m 

Metric 

Mean Depth 

SLW 

At 1800 m 

Node Count 

At 3600m 

Metric 

Mean Depth 

At 7200 m 

Metric 

Mean Depth 

At 7200 m 

Metric 

Total 

Length 

At 7200 m 

Table 1 – The table of spatial measures gaining best correlation. The results in all set are similar. 

 

Spatial measure gaining 

strong correlation 

compared to other 

features in both 

normalised and 

unnormalized training 

set 

Commercial Business Residential 

Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative 

Set of 

Spatial 

Measures 

Topological 

Analysis 

Metric 

Total 

Length, 

Metric 

Total Node 

Metric 

Mean Depth 

SLW 

- 
Metric 

Mean Depth 

Metric 

Mean Depth 

Metric 

Total 

Depth, 

Metric 

Total 

Length, 

Metric 

Total Node 

Angular 

Analysis 

Integration, 

Node Count 
- Node Count - - 

Integration, 

Node Count 

Length of radii 
400 – 600 

meters 

1800 – 

3600 meters 

1800-7200 

meters 
7200 meters 

1800 – 

7200 meters 

400 – 7200 

meters 

Table 2 - The table of spatial measure set gaining strong correlation compared to other features in both normalised and 
unnormalized training set. 

 

 

From the first experiment, the results have shown that a single or several set of features might not be 

adequate to predict spatial pattern. Also, Topological Analysis seems to play a significant role to predict 

spatial distribution of building use and worth to be investigated more. For example, Metric Mean Depth 

can be use as one of an element feature to predict living centres. Lastly, the radii in each use is varies, 

yet acceptable. While the commercial radii tend to correlate with small-medium radius with could be 

referred as neighbourhood to city scale, the residential radii tend to correlate with medium-high radius 

with could be referred as betweeness neighbourhood and city to betweeness city and metropolitan. The 

business radii, however, is distinct in high radius with could be referred as betweeness city and 

metropolitan or could be referred as Central Business District radius.     
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Still this discussion is based on the best correlation in each scale, it is important to recognise that these 

experiments have been structure in a certain set of scale and spatial measures and can be improved if 

the experiment is tested in a full range of scale and spatial measures.  

 

In the second experiment, a different set of features will be tested to find a set of spatial features that 

gain a strong correlation. In statistics and machine learning theory, this technique is known as 

dimensionality reduction (Rowies ST, 2000).  To be more specific, this experiment will conduct Feature 

selection with the embedded strategy by selecting to add or remove features while building the model 

based on the prediction errors. Hypothetically, if the number of features is reduced, the precision 

performance should be improved with a set of strong correlation features. 

 

In this experiment, four sets of grouping features will be training and export the correlation efficient 

value before over-fitting event appears.  The first set is the set of all dimensions we have been shown 

in the result. In this set, all spatial features have been used to train the model. In the second set, the 

feature will be based on the first experiment. This set of features included best correlation features in 

all use, strong correlation features in training set, excluded weak correlation features in all use. The 

third set is a set of spatial features with different radii such as integration and choice in all radii we have. 

Finally, the last set based on the literature review. The main features in this set are integration and choice 

with a set of radii.  

 

Correlation based on selection set of features 

 

Number of 

features 

Best Correlation 

Coefficient 

Error 

Set 01 All features (normalised) 66 0.501 0.164 

Set 02 

Best correlation in all use 5 0.496 0.174 

Strong correlation in training set 

(unnormalized) 

37 0.517 0.166 

Strong correlation in training set (normalised)  18 0.507 0.160 

Excluded weak correlation (unnormalized) 59 0.495 0.160 

Excluded weak correlation (normalised)  53 0.502 0.165 

Set 03 

Metric Choice 6 0.240 0.190 

Metric Choice SLW 6 0.219 0.200 

Metric Mean Depth 6 0.371 0.180 

Metric Mean Depth SLW 6 0.378 0.192 

Metric Total Depth 6 0.436 0.188 

Metric Total Length 6 0.456 0.172 

Metric Total Node 6 0.481 0.177 

Choice 6 0.259 0.200 

Integration 6 0.374 0.193 

Node Count 6 0.476 0.173 

Total Depth  6 0.368 0.194 

Set 04 Integration and Choice 12 0.393 0.184 

Table 3 - The table shown feature selection set and the best correlation value of each set. 
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Since the set of all dimensions, the first set of features, has already been tested, we will begin with the 

result of the second set of features (Table 3, set 02). This set used sets of features based on the first 

experiment (See 6.1 FEATURE SELECTION SET 02 for features elements). These sets included a 

group of best correlation features in all use (5 dimensions), a group of strong correlation features in 

training set (37 and 18 dimensions), a group of excluded weak correlation features in the normalised set 

(53 dimensions). Among each group in this set, three groups gain a better correlation than using all 

dimension, 66 dimensions. In this set, a group of features that gain the strongest correlation coefficient 

is a set of strong correlation features in the unnormalized training set, which is 0.5168 at 0.16 error with 

37 dimensions. 

 

Previously, the hypothesis of reduction dimension has been suggested that if we use such a technique, 

the correlation coefficient might be improved. The results of the second set, accordingly, supported that 

the correlation coefficient can be enhanced. From these group of features, three groups correlation 

coefficient exceed the original correlation coefficient; in one of these group, it has only 18 dimensions. 

These results indicate that the correlation coefficient can be improved, and more data probably need in 

order to gain a better result.   

  

In set 03 (Table 3), each type of spatial features has been grouped together. The correlation coefficient 

value of each group is around 0.2 – 0.48. These groups can be separated into three main divisions based 

on the correlation coefficient value. The first division with a correlation of 0.40 – 0.50 consists of Metric 

Total Node, Node Count, Metric Total Length, and Metric Total Depth. The second division with a 

correlation of 0.30 – 0.40 consists of Metric Mean Depth SLW, Integration, Metric Mean Depth, and 

Total Depth. The last division with a correlation of 0.20 -0.30 consists of Choice, Metric Choice, and 

Metric Choice SLW. 

 

In the literature review, Choice and Integration have been mentioned that perhaps they are a good 

candidate to predict land use of an urban street network (Jiangl et al., 2000; Shu, 1999; Desyllas, 1997; 

Charlambous and Mavridou, 2012). According to the results, a set of choice alone might not be a proper 

set to predict building uses proportion on the certain street segment. While the correlation coefficient 

in integration set gains medium-high level compared to other spatial measures, the correlation 

coefficient in choice set gains a low level, suggesting that integration set probably be a proper set to 

predict land use, but not choice set alone. Also, unexpectedly, sets of features from Topological analysis 

such as Metric Total Node gain a high level of correlation compared to other spatial measures. These 

sets are hence worth to consider as featured correlated with land use.    

 

In the last set, Integration and Choice have been grouped. According to Charalambous and Mavridou 

(2012), they mentioned that Choice could determine the land use type that would suit best on the 

location, and specific land uses would possibly expect area with a high integration value. Integration 

and choice together are hence a set that worth experimenting. Accordingly, choice and integration might 

be an interesting combination for improving prediction performance 
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The result, in the same way, has shown that, by using integration and choice as the same group, the 

correlation coefficient value is better than using each group alone. The value has been improved from 

0.259 in choice and 0.374 in integration to 0.393. This finding indicates that integration and choice are 

perhaps one of a proper set to predict land use.    

 

From the second experiment, this evidence suggested that the correlation coefficient can be improved, 

and more data probably need for a better result. Also, a set of choice alone might not be a good set of 

features. By using integration and choice, however, the better result can be gained. Additionally, sets of 

features worth to be studied more about their implications are a set from Topological analysis such as 

Metric Total Length and Metric Total node, since they gain a high level of correlation compared to 

other sets. Finally, strong correlation in training set (unnormalized) is worth to be considered as a 

syntactic signature features for commercial, residential, and business since this set’s prediction 

performance had exceed other sets. However, because there is a wide range of possibility for 

combination of features, more investigation is needed.   

 

To portray the prediction of the MLP model, this study generates the map of London using responded 

data from the MLP model (Figure 8 -10).  The MLP used weights and thresholds of the set that gains 

the best correlation coefficient at 0.517, which is the set of strong correlation in training set 

(unnormalized) at 37 dimensions.  

 

Both result from training set area and outside training set area have been observed. The result in both 

cases seems to predict properly, but the prediction of business use outside training area tends to predict 

something different. According to the results in training set area, most of the prediction result appears 

to be the same as real-world data, such as the spatial pattern of building use in Camden, and Tottenham. 

Results outside the training set area are also investigated.  They appear to predict the spatial distribution 

of building use adequately such as the commercial street in Kilburn High Road and commercial street 

around Maryland station. In business use, however, the prediction is quite varied, yet interesting. Some 

of the prediction indicates other uses as business such as harbour and factory. One of the interesting 

observation is that the emergence of false intensity in business use seems to appear in isolated grouping 

street.    

 

Even though the model has not predicted the proportion of use on street segments all precisely, many 

are fairly accurate and similar. These results suggest that the spatial predictability of building use is 

comparable to other human factor such as movement. 
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Figure  8 – Recognition and Prediction of use with Machine Learning: Commercial 
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Figure  9 -  Recognition and Prediction of use with Machine Learning: Business 
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Figure  10 -  Recognition and Prediction of use with Machine Learning: Residential 
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5. CONCLUSIONS  

This paper investigates whether spatial distribution of building use has correlations with spatial 

measurement or not. It also examines which set of spatial measures affects which building use type. 

More than 10,000 street segments in London have been trained in a multilayer perceptron network . 

 

The result of training indicates an accuracy of approximately 85% and the value of correlation 

coefficient of 0.696 for the training set and 0.517 for the test set, suggesting that the spatial predictability 

of building use is comparable to that of other human factors such as movement.  

 

The approximate syntactic signature in each use, correlated radii and best spatial features, are different. 

For commercial buildings, the length of correlated radii is low to medium radii (200 - 1,800 meters). 

These radii can be called as a neighbourhood to city radius in the UK. The strongest positive correlation 

feature in this use us Metric Total Length and the best negative correlation feature is Metric Mean 

Depth. For residential buildings, the length of correlated radii medium-low to high (400 – 7,200 meters). 

These radii can be called as betweenness neighbourhood – city to betweenness City-metropolitan. The 

best positive and negative correlation feature, however, have a reverse relationship with commercial 

buildings. While the best positive correlation feature is Metric Mean Depth, the best negative correlation 

feature is Metric Total Length. For business building, the length of correlated radii is distinct, which is 

medium to high (1800 – 7,200 meters). These radii can be called as a city to betweenness city – 

metropolitan. Because of the use distinct radii, such radii possibly can be called as Central Business 

District radius (CBD). Most of the feature in business use has the same direction as commercial use.  

However, this use has a distinct strongest positive feature, which is Node Count.  

 

From the results and discussion, until now, a set of strong correlation features in training set 

(unnormalized) is worth to be considered as a syntactic signature for all use (see Appendix 6.1 

FEATURE SELECTION SET 02); however, the odds are that other combination of features can exceed 

such set. More investigation might be necessary.     

 

Since the derivation of better correlation and less error came from experimentation with a different set 

of spatial features, it indicates that correlation can be improved, and more data is probably essential. 

However, even though more data is collected, to what extent that spatial measures of street segments 

alone can indicate and predict the spatial distribution of building use. This spatial pattern might follow 

a more complex, complicated, and variable relationship than a set of spatial measures. Further research 

may need to examine the degree of signification between spatial features and spatial distribution of 

building use. Supplementary factors might be introduced. Thus, a better result should be generated and 

can be used to inform design and planning. 
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APPENDICES 

6.1 FEATURE SELECTION SET 02 

Best 

correlation in 

all use 

Best correlation in all use 

Dimensions 5 

Correlation 

Coefficient 
0.496 

Error 0.174 

Features 1. Metric Total Length at 600 m. 
2. Metric Total Length at 7200 m. 

3. Metric Mean Depth at 7200 m. 

4. Metric Mean Depth SLW at 1800 m. 

5. Node Count at 3600 m. 

Table 1 -  1a – Feature selection set 02 – Best correlation in all uses set features. 

 

Strong 

correlation in 

training set 

unnormalized normalised 

Dimensions 37 18 

Correlation 

Coefficient 
0.517 0.507 

Error 0.166 0.160 

Features 1. Metric Choice SLW at 600 m. 

2. Metric Mean Depth at 1800 m. 
3. Metric Mean Depth at 7200 m. 

4. Metric Mean Depth SLW at 1800 m. 

5. Metric Total Depth at 200 m. 
6. Metric Total Depth at 400 m. 

7. Metric Total Depth at 600 m. 

8. Metric Total Depth at 1800 m. 
9. Metric Total Depth at 3600 m. 

10. Metric Total Depth at 7200 m. 

11. Metric Total Length at 200 m. 
12. Metric Total Length at 400 m. 

13. Metric Total Length at 600 m. 

14. Metric Total Length at 1800 m. 
15. Metric Total Length at 3600 m. 

16. Metric Total Length at 7200 m. 

17. Metric Total Node at 200 m. 
18. Metric Total Node at 400 m. 

19. Metric Total Node at 600 m. 

20. Metric Total Node at 1800 m. 
21. Metric Total Node at 3600 m. 

22. Metric Total Node at 7200 m. 

23. Integration at 200 m. 
24. Integration at 400 m. 

25. Integration at 600 m. 

26. Integration at 1800 m. 
27. Integration at 3600 m. 

28. Integration at 7200 m. 

29. Node Count at 200 m. 
30. Node Count at 400 m. 

31. Node Count at 600 m. 

32. Node Count at 1800 m. 
33. Node Count at 3600 m. 

34. Node Count at 7200 m. 

35. Total Depth at 400 m. 
36. Total Depth at 600 m. 

37. Total Depth at 3600 m. 

1. Metric Mean Depth at 7200 m. 

2. Metric Mean Depth SLW at 1800 m. 
3. Metric Total Depth at 3600 m. 

4. Metric Total Depth at 7200 m. 

5. Metric Total Length at 400 m. 
6. Metric Total Length at 600 m. 

7. Metric Total Length at 1800 m. 

8. Metric Total Length at 3600 m. 
9. Metric Total Length at 7200 m. 

10. Metric Total Node at 600 m. 

11. Metric Total Node at 1800 m. 
12. Metric Total Node at 3600 m. 

13. Metric Total Node at 7200 m. 

14. Integration at 3600 m. 
15. Integration at 7200 m. 

16. Node Count at 600 m. 

17. Node Count at 1800 m. 
18. Node Count at 3600 m. 

Table 1 -  2a – Feature selection set 02 – Strong correlation in training set features. 
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Excluded weak 

correlation 
unnormalized normalised 

Dimensions 59 53 

Correlation 

Coefficient 
0.495 0.502 

Error 0.160 0.165 

Features 1. Metric Choice at 200 m. 

2. Metric Choice at 400 m. 
3. Metric Choice at 600 m. 

4. Metric Choice at 1800 m. 

5. Metric Choice at 3600 m. 
6. Metric Choice at 7200 m. 

7. Metric Choice SLW at 200 m. 
8. Metric Choice SLW at 400 m. 

9. Metric Choice SLW at 600 m. 

10. Metric Choice SLW at 1800 m. 

11. Metric Choice SLW at 3600 m. 

12. Metric Choice SLW at 7200 m. 

13. Metric Mean Depth at 1800 m. 
14. Metric Mean Depth at 3600 m. 

15. Metric Mean Depth at 7200 m. 

16. Metric Mean Depth SLW at 1800 m. 
17. Metric Mean Depth SLW at 3600 m. 

18. Metric Mean Depth SLW at 7200 m. 

19. Metric Total Depth at 200 m. 
20. Metric Total Depth at 400 m. 

21. Metric Total Depth at 600 m. 

22. Metric Total Depth at 1800 m. 
23. Metric Total Depth at 3600 m. 

24. Metric Total Depth at 7200 m. 

25. Metric Total Length at 200 m. 
26. Metric Total Length at 400 m. 

27. Metric Total Length at 600 m. 

28. Metric Total Length at 1800 m. 
29. Metric Total Length at 3600 m. 

30. Metric Total Length at 7200 m. 

31. Metric Total Node at 200 m. 
32. Metric Total Node at 400 m. 

33. Metric Total Node at 600 m. 

34. Metric Total Node at 1800 m. 
35. Metric Total Node at 3600 m. 

36. Metric Total Node at 7200 m. 

37. Choice at 200 m. 
38. Choice at 400 m. 

39. Choice at 600 m. 

40. Choice at 1800 m. 
41. Choice at 3600 m. 

42. Integration at 200 m. 

43. Integration at 400 m. 
44. Integration at 600 m. 

45. Integration at 1800 m. 

46. Integration at 3600 m. 
47. Integration at 7200 m. 

48. Node Count at 200 m. 

49. Node Count at 400 m. 
50. Node Count at 600 m. 

51. Node Count at 1800 m. 

52. Node Count at 3600 m. 
53. Node Count at 7200 m. 

54. Total Depth at 200 m. 

55. Total Depth at 400 m. 
56. Total Depth at 600 m. 

57. Total Depth at 1800 m. 

58. Total Depth at 3600 m 
59. Total Depth at 7200 m. 

1. Metric Choice at 400 m. 

2. Metric Choice at 600 m. 
3. Metric Choice at 1800 m. 

4. Metric Choice at 3600 m. 

5. Metric Choice at 7200 m. 
6. Metric Choice SLW at 200 m. 

7. Metric Choice SLW at 400 m. 
8. Metric Choice SLW at 600 m. 

9. Metric Choice SLW at 1800 m. 

10. Metric Choice SLW at 3600 m. 

11. Metric Choice SLW at 7200 m. 

12. Metric Mean Depth at 1800 m. 

13. Metric Mean Depth at 3600 m. 
14. Metric Mean Depth at 7200 m. 

15. Metric Mean Depth SLW at 1800 m. 

16. Metric Mean Depth SLW at 3600 m. 
17. Metric Mean Depth SLW at 7200 m. 

18. Metric Total Depth at 200 m. 

19. Metric Total Depth at 400 m. 
20. Metric Total Depth at 600 m. 

21. Metric Total Depth at 1800 m. 

22. Metric Total Depth at 3600 m. 
23. Metric Total Depth at 7200 m. 

24. Metric Total Length at 200 m. 

25. Metric Total Length at 400 m. 
26. Metric Total Length at 600 m. 

27. Metric Total Length at 1800 m. 

28. Metric Total Length at 3600 m. 
29. Metric Total Length at 7200 m. 

30. Metric Total Node at 200 m. 

31. Metric Total Node at 400 m. 
32. Metric Total Node at 600 m. 

33. Metric Total Node at 1800 m. 

34. Metric Total Node at 3600 m. 
35. Metric Total Node at 7200 m. 

36. Choice at 600 m. 

37. Integration at 400 m. 
38. Integration at 600 m. 

39. Integration at 1800 m. 

40. Integration at 3600 m. 
41. Integration at 7200 m. 

42. Node Count at 200 m. 

43. Node Count at 400 m. 
44. Node Count at 600 m. 

45. Node Count at 1800 m. 

46. Node Count at 3600 m. 
47. Node Count at 7200 m. 

48. Total Depth at 200 m. 

49. Total Depth at 400 m. 
50. Total Depth at 600 m. 

51. Total Depth at 1800 m. 

52. Total Depth at 3600 m 
53. Total Depth at 7200 m. 

Table 1 -  3a – Feature selection set 02 – Exclude weakness correlation set features 
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